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How Michigan’s Bureaucrats Created the
Flint Water Crisis
By Claire Gorden
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Turning Black Children
into Millionaires

w w w.Th ePon t ia c News.c om

SPOTLIGHT

DR. BOYCE WATKINS
Black Millionaires of
Tomorrow: Financial
literacy program for
children
In order for us to prosper as
a community, we must educate our children with the
basics of financial literacy.

.....see article page 11

MEDIA ADVISORY

Peters to address small
business owners in Pontiac

.....See WATKINS on page 7

John Almstadt manager
of OC Workforce
Development Retires
After 37 Years of
Dedicated Service.

Could What Happened in Flint Happen in Pontiac?

Other U.S. cities, particularly in the Northeast and Midwest,
could face the same
.....See info page 14 water crisis because
millions of water utilOakland County Troy ity lines contain lead,
Michigan Works! Director fluoride, arsenic, and
Named County Manager of other potent poisons.
Workforce Development
Jennifer Llewellyn, 38, will oversee the county’s
workforce development program
and the county’s
eight Michigan Works! service
centers, Oakland County Executive L. Brooks Patterson said
today. She succeeds John Almstadt, who retired on Feb. 26
after 37 years with the county.
.....See article page 5
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EDITORIAL by R. FrankRussell,Publisher

WHAT’S INSIDE

This issue of The Pontiac News continues the discussion (via articles) about
the serious Water Crisis. Please review the various articles, do your own
research, and reach your own conclusions. I have concluded that we have a
very serious Water Crisis in most communities throughout America including Pontiac. As always we welcome comments and your feedback.

What chemicals are in your tap water?

By Jamey Wagner

The chemicals found in ordinary tap water are known to be very common.
Public drinking analysis done by experts have uncovered that tap water
contains over 2000 different types of toxic chemicals.
Chemical Sources
Chemicals will enter into tap water from many different types of sources. Pollution is one way that chemicals have gotten into the tap water
supplies. Other ways are when chemicals are added to the water by the
public water systems. The most common of these chemicals is chlorine.
Chlorine is the most common of the types of chemicals currently being
used to treat public water supplies. It is used to remove and to kill any
bacteria which could be living in the water. This type of treatment prevents people from getting ill from drinking unsanitary water.
Health Risks From Chemicals
Even though chemicals are added to tap water to purify it for drinking and cooking in homes, there are still health risks.
Adding chlorine to water is actually adding a poison to the water we drink. Over time, chlorine taken in small doses
will increase the risk of cancer, heart disease and other health conditions. Most all public drinking water systems use
chlorine to purify water.
Other chemicals which are found in drinking water are equally as deadly. Chemicals, such as pesticides and fertilizers
in drinking water have been linked to birth defects. Yet, chemicals have been used for years to purify drinking water
by killing the parasites that live in it. However, experts say that these parasites are becoming immune to the chemicals
and are living after purification treatments. These types of parasites will cause serious health problems in your digestive system.
How Dangerous Is Tap Water?
Is tap water really that bad for us to drink? The government regulates the processing of drink water through the EPA
and FDA. They are aware that dangerous chemicals may still remain in the drinking water. While there are standards in
place for the maximum amount of contaminants allowed in water, none of these levels are at zero. Meaning, that there
are dangerous toxins in the water which we drinking from the tap. Large increases in cancers and other diseases have
been reported in places where there has been poor processing of water purification systems.
Some Types of Chemicals in Drinking Water
This is a brief list of the types of toxins in drinking water and what effects they can have on your health.
1. Chlorine – Can cause bladder and rectal cancers, and also asthma. Recently, experts have linked chlorine to breast
cancer.
2. Lead – Lead enters tap water through corroded pipes. Lead in drinking water is harmful for pregnant mothers and
children. Lead poisoning has been proven to cause learning disorders and severe developmental delays.
3. Giardia and Cryptosporidium – These types of protozoa are responsible for widespread and severe outbreaks of gastro-intestinal diseases. They will make their way in the water system whenever here has been a sanitation breakdown.
What Can You Do?
Many people have been turning to bottle water in order to avoid drinking tap water. At first glance, this would seem to
make perfect sense, except for the expense of buying bottled water. However, the main problem with any type of bottled water is the containers which they come in. The plastic which are used to make the containers contain chemicals
are well. These chemicals are absorbed by the water when it comes in contact with the container. The chemicals in the
plastic containers have also been proven to cause cancer.
The best way to guarantee that you are drinking water which is pure would be to install a carbon filter water purification system. These are proven to be a cost effective and easy way to get the best drinking water possible for you and
your family. All you have to do is to simply install your system and you will be turning your chemical filled tap water
into a toxic free source. A carbon filtration system is the best way to remove chemicals and purify your drinking water. It
will remove almost 100% of the toxins and leaves you drinking water with only healthy minerals.
Perfect the Pontiac Parks Day - April 8th On April 8th of 2016, the Leaders of the Future and the Friends of Pontiac Parks
Association are partnering with the City of Pontiac and Oakland University to clean up all of the major parks in Pontiac.
Contact City Hall for more information @ (248) 758-3200
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School District of the City of Pontiac

Oakland County Middle SchooL Teacher of the Year
Announced Lamphere Teacher to Receive $2,000 from
Oakland Schools Education Foundation

Dear Pontiac School District
Community,

WATERFORD, MI – March 29, 2016 – A Lamphere Schools
middle school teacher, known for bringing science to life in her
classroom, and going out of her way to support all students, has
been named 2016 Oakland County Outstanding Middle School
Teacher of the Year.

I want to express my heartfelt
thanks to the voters of Pontiac
School District for the successful passage of the PSD sinking
fund and non-homestead millage
renewal. This is a great achievement for our community!

Early Tuesday, representatives of Oakland Schools, together with
Lamphere Schools administrators, knocked on the classroom
door of Elizabeth Banks, a sixth grade science teacher at Page
Middle School, to announce the award.

From the beginning, our mission
for the campaign was to have
everyone come together for our Banks, of Pleasant Ridge, Michigan, began teaching in 1995 and
schools. Now, we can all celebrate this election and what the in- has been teaching at Page Middle School since 1998. She was sevestments will mean for Pontiac School District students.
lected from a pool of 22 middle school nominees by a committee
On behalf of everyone involved in the campaign effort, thank comprised of education and community representatives. Candiyou for coming together and being united in approving these dates are evaluated in six areas: Engaging students, meeting inmillages. We are grateful for your support, feedback, and for lis- dividual needs of students, demonstrating knowledge of subject
tening to us, as we shared information on why we need to invest area, demonstrating classroom management, relating to parents
and colleagues, demonstrating citizenship and leadership in the
in our schools.
school community. Supporting statements from colleagues, parI would especially like to express
ents and students are also considered.
my deepest appreciation for all the
When asked to describe Mrs. Banks, one parent said, “She teachdistrict staff, parents, community
es life, exhibits kindness, and truly goes above and beyond the
members and volunteers who sent
call of duty.” Colleague Caryn Roe-MacDonald stated, “Who do
checks, allowed us to use their fayou know that has her students raise money to have a freshwater
cilities, made phone calls, knocked
well dug in a village in Africa? Who would hold the hand of a
on doors, spoke out on our behalf,
former student as the student goes through life-saving kidney
shared our messages on social medialysis? The answer is simple: Elizabeth Banks.”
dia, and for all the other ways you
have supported us. We couldn’t
Banks, along with the elementary school and high school Outhave done it without you.
standing Teacher of the Year winners, and the remaining 66
The decisions a community makes are a reflection of its values. nominees, will be honored at an event at Oakland Schools on
The Pontiac School District community has shown that keeping Thursday, May 5. The three winners will each receive a check for
our schools strong is indeed of high priority and value. Thank $2,000. The Oakland County Outstanding Teacher of the Year
program is sponsored by the Oakland Schools Education Founyou again for your support.
dation with funds from other sponsors.
Kelley
Williams
For more information about Elizabeth Banks and Lamphere
Superintendent, Pontiac School District
School District, please contact Jeanne Berlin at 248.589.1990,
ext. 2016.
47200 Woodward Avenue, Pontiac, MI 48342

Kelley Williams, Superintendent
www.pontiac.k12.mi.us

For more information about the Outstanding Teacher of the Year
Program, please contact Danelle Gittus, APR, Communication
Services Director at Oakland Schools at 248.209.2181
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Chloramine + Lead Pipes + Fluoride = Contaminated Tap Water
same form of fluoride as found in toothpaste. Typically, water
is fluoridated with fluorosilicic acid (FSA) or its salt, sodium
fluosilicate, collectively referred to as fluorosilicates. In contrast,
fluoride in toothpaste is usually in form of simple sodium fluoride salt, NaF.

By Olga Naidenko, EWG Senior Scientist
The lead pollution crisis of the Washington, D.C. water supply
- and the culprit that caused it, the water disinfection chemical
chloramine - is a powerful example of how things can go terribly
wrong when water quality problems are considered and tackled
in isolation.

Here comes a second unpleasant “surprise” for those in leadpiped locations: fluorosilicates have a unique affinity for lead. In
fact, lead fluorosilicate is one of the most water-soluble forms of
lead. In fact, fluorosilicic acid has been used as a solvent for lead
and other heavy metals in metallurgy. In industrial applications,
chemical engineers rely on this acid to remove surface lead from
leaded- brass machine parts. Research shows what happens when
we mix it all up What happens when fluorosilicates in water pass
through lead-containing pipes and metal fixtures? Not surprisingly, the fluorosilicates extract high levels of soluble lead from
leaded- brass metal parts (researchers from the Environmental
Quality Institute of the University of North Carolina-Asheville
performed this actual experiment).

Earlier this year, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia Tech) scientists reported the shockingly high lead
levels in the blood of young Washington, D.C. children tested between 2001 and 2004, when the District of Columbia’s drinking
water was being contaminated with lead from aging pipes.
Unfortunately, this situation is not unique: similar results have
been reported in Greenville, North Carolina, according to studies by the Duke University researchers.
Chloramines and lead pipes: Not so good together American water utilities are increasingly switching to chloramines, a mixture
of chlorine and ammonia, for final disinfection of drinking water. Chloramine was supposed to be a “safer” water disinfectant
than chlorine because it reduces formation of toxic chlorination
byproducts. A 2005 survey by the American Water Works Association found that approximately a third of all utilities now use
chloramines.

In research published in the scientific journal Neurotoxicology,
researchers found that the mixture of the two chemicals: disinfectant (whether chlorine or chloramine) with fluorosilicic acid
has a drastically increased potency, leaching amazingly high quantities of lead.
Where does this lead go? Into our drinking water and right on
into our bodies, where they wreak havoc by poisoning our heart,
kidneys and blood, causing irreversible neurological damage and
impairing reproductive function.

Water disinfection byproducts are associated with increased risk
of cancer and possibly adverse effects on the development of the
fetus, so minimizing their levels in drinking water is a good thing.
Yet, chloramines drastically increase the leaching of lead from
pipes. And here is a real challenge: there are tens of thousands
of lead service lines in the water system administered by the DC
Water and Sewer Authority. Add to these lines the lead based
solder used to join copper pipe, brass and chrome plated faucets,
and water fixtures, and the opportunities for lead to leach into
the drinking water multiply.

North Carolina researchers concluded that the supposedly innocuous - and purportedly beneficial - quantities of fluoride added
to drinking water may, in fact, precipitate a cascade of serious
health problems, especially when chloramines and lead pipes are
added into the mix.
Do we even need fluoride in tap water? The mixture of chloramine and fluorosilicates in drinking water causes extensive leaching of lead. We cannot dispense with water disinfection - everybody acknowledges this. Thus, chlorine and chloramine are
probably here to stay for some time. On the other hand, fluoride,
or, specifically, water fluoridation with fluorosilicates, is quite
dispensable.

We all accept that water disinfection is a public health necessity. However, we need to thoroughly consider the full impact
of any chemical added to drinking water given the current water distribution infrastructure in place, not in some theoretical
vacuum. As described by Duke researchers, chloramine-induced
lead leaching might be lessened by the addition of anticorrosivity
agents during the water treatment process. Is that sufficient for
protection of public health? We really don’t know! Chloramine
itself has been associated with severe respiratory toxicity and
skin sensitivity. Overall, despite ongoing research, water treatment chemistry is still insufficiently understood by scientists and
specific water quality outcomes depend on the particular chemical interactions found in each
water treatment and distribution
system.

But wait - isn’t fluoride the miracle chemical that improves dental
health?
.....See WATER page 7

Law Offices of

And now add fluoride In addition to disinfection chemicals,
other additives are commonly
mixed with the finished drinking
water before it leaves the water
treatment plant. Of them, fluoride is possibly the most known.
Two thirds of the U.S. municipal
water supply is artificially fluoridated in an effort to prevent
tooth decay. But fluoridation additives in tap water are not the

Darr yl P. Mitchell

30 N. Saginaw St. Suite 709
Pontiac, MI 48342

(248) 333-2200
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WHAT’S HAPPENING IN OAKLAND COUNTY

Patterson Fighting on Behalf of Disabled Veterans
Pontiac, Michigan -- Oakland County Executive L. Brooks
Patterson is standing up for veterans who are totally and permanently disabled. He sent a letter to the
Michigan Legislature this week expressing his opposition to House Bill 5169 which would decrease property
tax exemptions for totally and permanently disabled
veterans.
The bill, if passed, would repeal Section 7b of the
General Property Tax Act which provides a property tax
L. Brooks Patterson exemption for veterans who are totally and permanently disabled as a result of military service, have received
specially adapted housing from the Veterans Administration (VA), or who
are rated by the VA as individually unemployable due to a service connected
disability.
“When Section 7b was expanded in 2013, I supported that amendment as a
small means of repaying those veterans who have sacrificed so much for our
freedoms,” Patterson said in the letter. “I did so even knowing it would reduce
property tax revenue in Oakland County. Accordingly, I directed my Veterans
Service Division and Equalization Division to get the word out and help any

veterans who qualified for this exemption. Quite simply, it was the right thing
to do.”
The exemption also extends to the surviving spouse of a deceased veteran who
qualified for the exemption. To receive the exemption, the surviving spouse
cannot have remarried.
“Although House Bill 5169 does propose to expand the homestead exemption for certain veterans, the House Fiscal Agency Legislative Analysis indicates that this legislation would reduce benefits to veterans in Michigan by
$10,000,000.00,” Patterson said. “This is based on the $6,000,000.00 expansion
in the homestead property tax credits versus the $16,000,000.00 reduction
in property taxes currently provided under Section 7b. In my view, this is a
$10,000,000.00 burden that Michigan veterans and their widows/widowers
should not have to bear.”
Patterson asked Lansing lawmakers to join him in his opposition to H.B. 5169.
“As a veteran and a lifelong advocate for veterans, I recognize that our country
owes a great debt to those who have served. In this case, those who would be
impacted negatively by this legislation are those who have incurred severe disabilities in their service to our country. Therefore, I am asking that you stand
up for our veterans and strongly oppose House Bill 5169,” Patterson said.

Oakland County Troy Michigan Works! Director
Named County Manager of Workforce Development
Waterford, Michigan – A Chesterfield
Township woman who began as a summer
intern in the Troy Michigan Works! office
17 years ago and eventually rose to become
its director is the new manager of the Oakland County Michigan Works! workforce
development program.

ant role in helping workforce development and economic development work as a united team in Oakland County,” Spanos said.
“With her new positon, I see an even greater alliance and partnership between the two. I could not be more excited for the
future of workforce development in Oakland County than I am
now.”

In Troy, Llewellyn had administrative oversight over a $3 million
J ennifer Llewellyn, 38, will oversee the budget and a staff of 19 people. She was responsible for grant
county’s workforce development program and the county’s eight management, hiring and evaluating performance, coordination
Michigan Works! service centers, Oakland County Executive L. of job responsibilities as well as managing and administrative
Brooks Patterson said today. She succeeds John Almstadt, who compliance of more than a dozen state and federal job programs.
retired on Feb. 26 after 37 years with the county.
She is a graduate of Oakland University and a member of the
“Jennifer has played the role of lady in waiting behind John County Executive’s Elite 40 Under 40 Class of 2014.
Almstadt,” Oakland County Executive L. Brooks Patterson said. Oakland County provides free workforce services to business“She’s knowledgeable, trained and will hit the ground running.” es and talent at eight locations: Ferndale, Highland Township,
￼ Llewellyn, who is married and has two children, begins her Novi, Oak Park, Pontiac, Southfield, Troy and Waterford Townnew position on April 11. She worked closely with Almstadt and ship. Services include talent attraction, management and retenhad high praise for him. She is anxious to begin her new position. tion services for businesses and career management, training and
placement for job seekers. Every day, more than 1,200 people
“I love what I do every day,” Llewellyn said. “I love workforce visit Oakland County Michigan Works! service centers
development. Every day we transform the lives of our residents.
Oakland County is first class and to be a part of Brooks’ team
and the Oakland County team is
a tremendous opportunity. It’s
the next step in my career.”

D EN TA L A R T S COMPANY
Affordable Family Dental Care

Irene Spanos, director of the
county’s Department of Economic Development & Community Affairs, said Llewellyn
brings a unique perspective and
vibrancy to her new position.

(248) 332-4240

“Jennifer has played an import-

A beautiful smile takes more than just brushing!

Dentistr y by

Jeff Martin, D.D.S.A.
91 N. Saginaw
Pontiac, Michigan 48342
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Health Matters

Important Note: You are encouraged to seek the advice of a competent medical professional before making any decisions that could affect your health. See our
disclaimer. (The Pontiac News provides news and opinion articles as a service to our readers. Often these articles come from sources outside of our organization.
Where possible, the author and the source are documented within each article. Statements and opinions expressed in these articles are solely those of the author
or authors and may or may not be shared by the Publisher of The Pontiac News, Inc.)

Top Ten Natural Ways to Remove Heavy Metal
NewsTarget) Toxic heavy metals such as arsenic, cadmium, lead, mercury and
uranium are pervasive in much of the environment. While it may not be possible
to completely avoid exposure there are many safe, organic and affordable products that help detoxify and eliminate these toxins from the body. This article will
provide ten such examples.

Consuming cilantro (the seeds of which are the spice coriander) helps reduce
cholesterol and blood sugar levels. Cilantro kills Salmonella and removes heavy
metals such as mercury from the body. Cilantro has anti- inflammatory and antibacterial properties and can be easily grown in the home garden.

1) Bentonite (Clay) - Aluminium Phyllosilicate (Montmorillonite)

Garlic contains the antioxidant allicin, which is formed from alliin and allinase
when the cloves are crushed. Garlic helps lower blood pressure and cholesterol
while cleansing the liver. Offering unique health benefits when consumed in
raw versus cooked or aged, Garlic has antiviral, antibacterial, antimicrobial and
antifungal properties.

6) Garlic (Clove) - Allium Sativum (Liliaceae)

Bentonite clay is a form of volcanic ash that has the ability to physically remove
from the body up to 25 times its weight in impurities through a process called
adsorbtion. Bentonite has laxative properties and contains high levels of iron,
magnesium and silicon. Available in two forms (sodium and calcium) bentonite
clay is used in cement, ceramics, acne medication, facial clay, cat litter and to
clarify wine. Higher grades of clay are safe for ingestion while lower grades are
for external use only and thus are of questionable benefit.

7) Glutathione (GSH)

Glutathione is a type of amino acid chain called a tripeptide. Glutathione modulates the order of cell life, a process called homeostasis. Glutathione is essen2) Bladderwrack (Sea vegetable) - Fucus vesiculosus (Fucaceae)
tial for handling environmental toxins as it detoxifies carcinogens (in particuBladderwrack is a type of brown seaweed found in both the Atlantic and Pacific lar arsenic) and helps the body to remove heavy metals such as cadmium, iron
oceans. The stem is used medicinally while the thallas (air filled pods) help the and mercury. This helps the metabolism and immune system by removing dead
algae float. Containing the active components iodine, fucoidan, alginic acid and weight. GSH has antioxidant properties.
phenols in varying amounts based on the water where it grew, bladderwrack is
8) Onion (Bulb) - Allium Cepa
used to relieve heartburn and to
(Liliaceae)
stimulate both the immune sysOnion contains the antioxidant
tem and thyroid. Bladderwrack
quercetin. Onion relieves allergy
has antibacterial and anti-insymptoms and congestion along
flammatory properties.
with helping reduce cholesterol.
3) Blue Green Algae (CyOnion can treat and prevent catanobacteria) - Anabaena
aracts, atherosclerosis and corsphaerica (Cyanophata)
onary heart disease and helps
Blue green algae (along with
remove heavy metals from the
green algae such as Chlorella)
body. Onion has antimicrobial
contain chlorophyll, an antioxproperties.
idant and deep green pigment.
9) Selenium (Mineral)
Bacteria such as Fecal Coliform
Selenium is an essential trace
cannot coexist with chlorophyll,
mineral that functions as an
which helps keep fresh water
antioxidant and promotes a
clear. Algae not only contain
healthy immune system. Renearly every required vitamin
quired in remarkably small
and mineral, but also have the
amounts (the RDA is measured
effect of increasing oxygen
in the millionths of a gram), sewhile reducing nitrogen and carbon. Chlorella appears to bind to heavy metals
to both detoxify and remove them. Studies in Japan following the nuclear disas- lenium is highly toxic in larger amounts. Selenium has strong anti-cancer effects
ters at Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 showed that 8 grams of Chlorella daily and is known to help detoxify the body and remove heavy metals including mercaused a five-fold increase in the amounts of uranium, lead and cadmium that cury.
10) Zeolite (Mineral)
were eliminated.
Zeolite is a natural combination of volcanic ash and sea water. With a honeycomb-like structure it forms (teeny) tiny cage-like structures that physically
trap heavy metals without removing critical minerals. Animal studies show zeolite to actually improve overall nutrition. A patented process purifies zeolite
(since it is a heavy metal magnet it is already ‘full’ when found naturally). Purified zeolite has been shown to help prevent and reverse the growth of cancer
cells. While it seems promising, it appears that more independent studies on
zeolite are needed as most of the research is published on “Tribute to Zeolite”
style web sites that enshrine the product.

4) Burdock (Root) - Arctium lappa (Compositae)
A potent blood purifier, burdock root removes heavy metals such as mercury
along with other toxins. Containing up to 45% inulin along with arctiopicrin,
arctiin, tannins and volatile oil, burdock is used to treat skin conditions such as
acne. Burdock helps to purify the liver and is used as a natural cancer treatment.
Burdock has antibacterial, anti-fungal and anti-tumor properties.
5) Cilantro (Leaf and stem) - Coriandrum Sativum (Umbelliferae)
Cilantro contains the antioxidants camphor, carvone, elemol, geraniol and limonene. A natural deodorizer, cilantro relieves nausea, indigestion and bloating.
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ECONOMICS/MONEY MATTERS

Turning Black Children into Millionaires
By Dr. Boyce Watkins

dividually, or as a package.

100% money back guarantee,
so there is no risk to you whatsoever. Also, you and your child
will have access to the course
materials both now

1) 15 things every black child needs
to know about MONEY.
2) 15 things every black child needs
to know about INVESTING.

and forever.

3) 15 things every black child needs
to know about THE STOCK
MARKET.

Dr. Boyce Watkins, also known as The
People’s Scholar, is a leading scholar and
social commentator. His thought provoking
(and sometimes controversial) commentary
has been featured on every major network,
including CNN, MSNBC, and Huffington Post. While he analyzes a vast array
of topics, his primary focuses are economic
empowerment, social justice, and education

Greetings everyone,

The bottom line is that, by doing very basic things for our
children at an early age, we can
Each course consists of the follow- position them to be able to take
ing:
control of their destiny. Creat1) Three video lesson modules, ing their own jobs and knowing
consisting of five lessons each, all how money works is an importtaught by me.
ant part of this process.
2) Power point slides to secure your You can get your 3-in-1 dischild’s learning of the concepts in count package here.
each module.
Please take care and have a
3) A self-study exam for each module that can be repeated until your
child has mastered all of the concepts in each lesson.

Over my 20 years of teaching
wealth building and financial
concepts to young people, I’ve
figured a few things out. I realized that there is an economic
game that is played in America, in which black people are
pawns in this game, but we are
not always equipped to be the
players.

The courses cover the following topics, among others:

Money flies over our heads and
through our fingers, but it rarely stays in our pockets. We are
used to create jobs for other
people, but are unable to create jobs for ourselves. This is a
VERY serious problem.

6) What is a mortgage?

After thinking deeply about
this issue for several years, I
decided to do something about
it. As a result, I’ve created The
Black Millionaires of Tomorrow Program to teach wealth
building for black children.

wonderful day.
Sincerely,

Dr Boyce Watkins
info@boycewatkins.com | Watkins
Media Group | 935 Carver St. |
Westpoint, MS 39773

1) What is capital?
2) The difference between a producer and a consumer 3) The difference
between good debt and bad debt

.....WATER cont. from page 4
Well, yes and no. Much of
what is publicized today in
caries prevention programs
worldwide is derived from
the theories generated in the
1950s and ‘60s, when water
fluoridation was actively promoted. As we now know, the
main benefits of fluoride for
dental health are derived from
surface application on the
teeth, not from ingestion.

4) The COST model of Cooperative
Economics
5) What is an investor?
7) The definition of a stock vs. a
bond
8) What causes a stock price to
move?
9) What is a dividend?

In fact, ingestion of fluoride
causes dental fluorosis, a range
of adverse health effects that
includes mottling, pitting, and
weakening of the teeth. These
risks are especially significant
for infants and young children.
In the U.S. and worldwide,
about 30 percent of children
who drink fluoridated water
experience dental fluorosis.
In 2006, the American Dental Association (ADA) issued
an “Interim Guidance on Fluoride Intake for Infants and
Young Children.” ADA recommended that in areas where
fluoride is added to tap water,
parents should consider using

10) What is an asset class?
Much, much more.

You can purchase any of the
courses above individually, or
you can sign your child up for
all three at one steeply disThe program currently has counted price. Basically, by purthree online courses for chil- chasing all three together, the
dren under the age of 18 that first course is ABSOLUTELY
will GUARANTEE that your FREE (so those who’ve already
child will have a financial liter- taken the first course won’t pay
acy level that exceeds the aver- anything extra by purchasing
age college student in America. the entire package).
I’m not joking. I’ve thought You can take advantage of this
special offer by visiting this
this through very carefully.
link.
The program has three courses
that you can either purchase in- All courses come with a 30-day,
7

fluoride-free bottled water to
reconstitute concentrated or
powdered infant formula to
avoid excess fluoride.
According to the latest research, the anti-caries activity
of fluoride is due to topical
effects, which supports the
value of fluoride- containing
toothpaste to dental health.
There is clear evidence that
fluoride dental products significantly reduce the incidence of cavities. In contrast,
a substantial and growing
body of peer-reviewed science suggests that ingesting
fluoride in tap water does not
provide any additional dental benefits other than those
offered by fluoride toothpaste and may present serious
health risks.
To learn more about fluoride
health effects, read the recent
report by EWG. The message: Don’t assess chemicals
in isolation. The lesson here
is straightforward: it is completely unscientific to simply
toss any chemical into the
drinking water on the premises that this chemical might
provide some benefits. The
real question is: what would
be the effect of this chemical given what else is going
on with the water system? In
case of fluoridation and chloramines, what emerges at the
end of the pipe (our faucets!)
is a potentially highly hazardous mixture of fluorosilicates, lead, and residual levels
of disinfectants.
To protect the health of my
family today, I can buy a water
filter to remove heavy metals
and disinfection byproducts
from my drinking water with
a simple pitcher filter. But to
protect the health of the entire nation, we really need to
consider if our current methods of water treatment can
withstand scientific scrutiny,
or whether they should be
re-assessed so as to provide
safe, healthy tap water to all
Americans.
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Oakland County, Michigan

YOUR FUTURE IS HERE
AVAILABLE JOBS
AVAILABLE
JOBS
updated March 28,
2016

CHILDREN’S VILLAGE
updated
March 7, 2016
• Contingent Staff Nurse
Part Time $33.99
CIRCUIT COURT
• Court Clinical Psychologist (FOC)

Part Time $25.99 - $34.00

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
• Sr. Business Dev. Rep.

Full Time $59,468 - $77,794

FACILITIES/MAINTENANCE
• Chief Landscape Service

Full Time $56,925 - $74,663

HUMAN RESOURCES
• NEW! HR Analyst III-Retirement

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
• Customer Services Technician II
• Customer Services Technician I
• Systems Administrator II

Full Time $54,062 - $70,722
Full Time $48,766 - $63,471
Full Time $36,687 - $47,768
Full Time $65,922 - $89,437

INTER-DEPARTMENTAL COUNTY-WIDE
• General Helper

Full Time $24,466

PARKS & RECREATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

User Support Specialist I
Bus Driver
Food Service Worker
Parks and Rec Program Leader
Lifeguard
P&R Seasonal Program Specialist
Grounds Equipment Mechanic
Parks and Rec. Attendant-All Parks
Seasonal Laborer-All Parks
Parks Helper

Part Time
Part Time
Part Time
Part Time
Part Time
Part Time
Part Time
Part Time
Part Time
Part Time

$21.32 - $27.75
$13.26
$10.81 - $11.43
$10.17 - $10.97
$10.24 - $11.83
$11.75 - $16.22
$16.24 - $21.14
$8.75 - $9.37
$9.45 - $9.93
$9.37 - $11.24

PUBLIC HEALTH
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Health Nursing Sup.
Public Health Nutritionist II - Nutrition
Epidemiologist
Student Epidemiologist
Public Health Technician
Public Health Sanitarian Tech
Senior PH Sanitarian
Public Health Nurse II-PTNE
Public Health Nurse II

Full Time
Full Time
Full Time
Part Time
Part Time
Full Time
Full Time
Part Time
Full Time

$56,925 - $74,663
$44,353 - $57,736
$56,925 - $74,663
$16.70
$15.23 - $19.83
$40,342- $52,519
$56,925 - 74,663
$19.83 - $26.02
$41,251 - $54,125

Full Time
Full Time
Part Time
Full Time
Full Time

$51,349 - $66,997
$50,244 - $68,371
$16.55
$34,919 - $57,314
$34,914 - $49,680

SHERIFF’S OFFICE
•
•
•
•
•

Inmate Caseworker
Deputy II - Road Patrol
Park Deputy I
Corrections Deputy I
Dispatch Specialist

TREASURER

• Technical Assistant - Treasurer

Full Time $36,687 - $ 47,768

VETERANS’ SERVICES
• NEW! Veterans Benefit Counselor II

Full Time $44,353 - $57,736
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Apply online at OakGov.com/jobs or
Call our Jobs hotline (248) 858-0530
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Committee will start selling their personalized cookbook on April 15 , with al
going to the Antioch Missionary Baptist Church.
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The beautiful spiral bound cookbook will feature recipes from local res

different full-color sections. The book contains many pages of helpful cookin

PRESS
PRESS
RELEASERELEASE

along with several pages of local information.

Each recipe will feature the donors’ names, so everyone can easily lo

favorite recipes of their friends and local residents.

The books will be sold by members of the organization and in local bu

establishments. Cookbook Committee is proud to offer this fine book to the l
at a cost of $15 per copy. There is an additional $2.50 added to the cost for
mailed. You can purchase your copy by calling (248) 335-4670.
LOCAL ORGANIZATION COLLECTS RECIPES FOR
COOKBOOK SALES

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

After many months of collecting recipes from friends and neighbors, Cookbook

Annette Quince, Jackie Williams or Rose Butler
Antioch Missionary Baptist Church
going to the Antioch Missionary Baptist Church.
318 Auburn Avenue
The beautiful spiral bound cookbook will feature recipes from local residents in 7
LOCAL
ORGANIZATION
COLLECTS
RECIPES
FOR
Pontiac, Michigan
48342
different full-color sections. The book contains many pages of helpful cooking hints
(248) 335-4670
along with several pages of local information.
Committee will start selling their personalized cookbook on April 15th, with all profits

COOKBOOK SALES

Each recipe will feature the donors’ names, so everyone can easily locate
favorite recipes of their friends and local residents.

After many months of collecting recipes from friends and neighbors, Cookbook

The books will be sold by members of the organization and in local business

establishments. Cookbook Committee is proud to offer this fine book to the local public

Committee
will
personalized
cookbook
on April 15th, with all profits
at a cost of $15 per
copy.start
There isselling
an additionaltheir
$2.50 added
to the cost for postage
if
mailed. You can purchase your copy by calling (248) 335-4670.

going to the Antioch Missionary Baptist Church.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

~SAVE THESE DATES~

The beautiful spiral bound cookbook will feature recipes from local residents in 7
Annette Quince, Jackie Williams or Rose Butler
different full-color
sections.
The Church
book contains many pages of helpful cooking hints
Antioch
Missionary Baptist

Pontiac
Central
High Classes
Pontiac,
Michigan
48342information.
along with several
pages
of local
318 Auburn Avenue

of 1970 and 1971

Presents
Each recipe will feature the donors’
names, so everyone can easily locate
(248) 335-4670

“FORTY-FIFTH (45TH) Class Reunion”
The books will be sold by members of the organization and in local business
DATES:
June
3,
4
&
5,
2016
establishments. Cookbook Committee is proud to offer this fine book to the local public
favorite recipes of their friends and local residents.

Friday, June 3rd - “Meet & Greet” 5 PM until 10 PM @ Four Brothers Lounge & Martini Bar
at a cost of $15 per copy.2There
an additional
$2.50 Pontiac)
added to the cost for postage if
NorthisSaginaw
(Downtown
mailed. You
can
purchase
copy6by
(248) 335-4670.
Saturday,
June
4th
- “Dinneryour
Dance”
PMcalling
until 11PM
@ 1 Lafayette (Downtown Pontiac)
Sunday, June 5th - “Picnic” 12:00 noon – 6:00 PM @ Time & Place TBA
FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
CONTACT:
Entertainment
Provided
By:

DJ Chris Kelly
Annette
Quince,OR
Jackie
Williams orCONTACT:
Rose Butler
FOR TICKETS
INFORMATION
Antioch Missionary Baptist Church
Mary318
Russell
- 248-758-1411
Auburn Avenue
Bruce Markham
or Gwen
Murphy
248-921-9336
Pontiac,
Michigan
48342
335-4670
Linda Hurst (248)
- lhurstalmas@gmail.com
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When Women Lead, Companies Often Prosper They Haven’t Been Wrong Since 1975 And
By Nicole McMackin
Often I am interviewed and
asked about successful women in the workplace and my
views on being one of the
few to break the glass ceiling in the technology sector.
My response has always been
that I never saw a glass ceiling, so I did not provide myself an excuse not to break
through it.
But various articles and statistics about women in leadership
roles in the United States do
prove that there is a disparity
of women leaders in the workplace. Currently,
The Fortune 500
is led by only 25
female CEOs. In
a recent study
conducted
by
Pew
Research
Center, 34 percent of respondents surveyed believe that
male executives are better than
women executives at assuming
risk.

with the rigorous pace and
workload at the office, maybe
they can’t keep up with the social politics of the perceived
“Good Old Boys Club.” Because of a lack of women in
leadership roles, and the desire
for career progression, women’s perceived need of survival overtakes their personality
or natural disposition to be a
leader.

They Say Our Next President Will Be
By JC Torpey
Even with the lead Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton (D-N.Y.)
has in the polls, Senator Bernie
Sanders (I-Vt.) has continued
to garner support from small
donors at an historical pace not
seen in any previous election –
even President Obama’s election, which held the previous
record.

Typically in these scenarios,
women will lose their strengths
in an attempt to over compensate for not being equal or the
same to men. Throughout my
career I have
heard
more
commentary
about a woman’s disposition
in a meeting or
board room than
I ever heard of a
man’s.

Could that be why Western Illinois University just gave Sen.
Sanders a hell of a gift? Introducing President Bernie Sanders Western Illinois University,
the only entity that’s predicted
every single presidential election with 100 percent accuracy since 1975, just announced
that its mock election sent Sen.
Sanders and Martin O’Malley
(D-Md.) to the White House
in 2016 as President and Vice
President, respectively.

Women are considered harsh or
manlike if they speak up to their
peers, and are considered weak
and a follower if they don’t.
Moreover, when asked about Women are left in a quandary.
specific
industries
women They are discussed, judged and
could support, a significant evaluated every time they open
portion felt that men would do their mouths.
a better job leading technology, Recent studies show that a difinance, and oil and gas compa- versified executive team will
nies, whereas women would be produce up to 34 percent more
strongest at running retail and revenue to a corporation than
food companies.
an executive team filled with
Although that survey bleeds the same gender. Corporations
traditional stereotyping of and stockholders are beginning
women, you still need to ask to recognize the need for more
yourself: “Why aren’t more gender balance within compawomen promoted into the nies. This is leading them to
CEO position, but rather held adapt policies to stray away
back?” Historically, it seems from the perceived “Good Old
that women do not have the Boys Club” and create a more
consistent high-ranking execu- neutral friendly working envitive sponsorship who campaign ronment to all minorities.
for their advancement. Why is With the backing of corpothis?
rate stockholders, women now
As a gender, women are more have an opportunity to take
than half the population and accountability and remain true
therefore leaping at the op- to themselves while engaging
portunity to prove themselves with peer groups. Women will
in the workplace. Often, they only succeed if they demonare out working men to earn 75 strate the will and power to
cents to every dollar their male not act like a man, but levercounterparts earn for the same age their natural gifts: honesty, teamwork, compassion
job.
and persuasion.
Although women can keep up

From Hollywood A-list stars
and musicians to millennials,
veterans, and even a small-butgrowing crop of Republicans
with some common sense, supporters #FeelTheBern all over
the demographic map. Sen.
Sanders is the single “most
electable” candidate from either party, even after running
a so-called long-shot bid to be
nominated as the 2016 Democratic candidate for president.

“Sanders does just as well, or
even better [than Clinton],
against top Republicans.”
Sen. Sanders beats Donald
Trump (R) by 8 points, Marco
Rubio (R-Fla.) by 1 point, Ted
Cruz (R-Texas) by 10 points,
and Ben Carson (R) by 6 points,
according to Quinnipiac.
Sec. Clinton on the other hand
beats Trump by 6 points, Sen.
Rubio by 1 point, Sen. Cruz
by 5 points and Carson by 10
points, according to Quinnipiac.
What’s even more interesting
is the WIU’s prior accuracy,
despite naysayers in previous
elections. The WIU predicted
President Obama’s win in 2007,
and in 2011, and our current
president’s situation was pretty
much the same against Clinton
in 2007 as Sen. Sanders’ situation is now against Clinton.
President Obama was behind
Sec. Clinton at one point by almost the same number of percentage points.
In a December 14 to 16, 2007,
poll, Gallup reported that President Obama, then an Illinois
Senator, was behind Sec. Clinton by 18 percentage points in
a 45 to 27 percent match-up,
respectively.

Republicans said he couldn’t
win, but the WIU said otherMock Election Results via wise, and the university was
Western Illinois University
right. President Obama eventuThe university used the same ally pulled ahead of Sec. Clinmock election system in 2007 ton to gain enough support to
and 2011 to elect and reelect earn the primary win, and earn
President Obama to the White enough of the popular vote to
House, and it’s the same sys- gain the Presidency.
tem they’ve used all these What About Vice President?
years. From ‘Most Electable’
The WIU also predicted that
to President?
President Obama would pick
According to the latest Quin- Senator John Edwards (D-S.C.)
nipiac Polling data, although to be his running mate inSen. Sanders is still well behind stead of picking then Senator
former Sec. Clinton by more and current Vice President Joe
than 30 percentage points, he Biden. At the time, then Sen.
polls better than any of the Edwards pulled 15 percent at
GOP presidential candidates – the time, and then Sen. Biden
including current GOP front 3 percent, but the WIU hasn’t
runner Donald Trump.
been as accurate with its vice
presidential picks.
According to Quinnipiac,
10
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How Michigan’s Bureaucrats Created the Flint Water Crisis
Poisoned water supply puts role of emergency managers in the spotlight.

By Claire Groden

In Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder’s State of the State speech on January 19, 2016, the Flint’s fourth and final emergency manager, Jerry Ambrose, reflected on the limself-proclaimed nerd laid out the facts of the ongoing crisis that led to the lead ited city that emergency managers had left behind. “There’s just a point in time
poisoning of one of Michigan’s largest cities.
there’s just not enough gas in the tank. There’s just not enough revenue from the
Snyder placed primary blame at the feet of the state’s Department of Environ- local taxpayers to solve the problems that are here,” he said. “Whether the city’s
mental Quality, the agency responsible for ensuring the safety of the water sup- here or not, people will be here. And they’re going to have some basic needs that
ply when Flint disconnected from the Detroit Water Authority and began to draw have to be met, one way or another.”

from the Flint River for the first time. “Government failed you at the federal, Critics of the emergency manager law have long protested that the appointees
state, and local level,” Snyder said. “We need to make sure that this never hap- cut services to realize short-term savings, with little eye to the long-term strucpens again in any Michigan city.”
tural problems the cities face. “The assertion is that these are cities that are
But at the time that Flint flipped the switch in April 2014 to send the river’s running deficits because the elected governments are not capable of keeping
highly corrosive water through lead pipes, the predominantly African-American spending under control. The problem from my perspective is that these really are
city didn’t have a working local government. And as the crisis unfolded, with structural deficits…It’s almost impossible for anyone to solve these problems,”
Flint residents flooding city meetings waving plastic bottles of urine-colored says Peter Hammer, a law professor at Wayne State University and a director
of the school’s civil rights center. Structural problems like the fact that 40% of
tap water, it was state officials who told them to “relax.”
Flint’s residents live in poverty—presenting an impossible tax base for the city
One year later, and more than six months before Governor Rick Snyder inter- to draw upon—go unanswered.
vened to reconnect Flint to the Detroit water system in October 2015, the Flint
City Council had voted to “do all things necessary” to do so. The problem was that That short-term budget logic is exemplified by the decision that led Flint to
their vote was merely symbolic: the city was under the control of a state-ap- switch its water supply. Sourcing from the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department was expensive, and though Flint planned to join a cheaper regional wapointed emergency manager, who
ter authority, that infrastructure
said the council’s vote to rejoin the
wouldn’t be completed for a few
system to the tune of $12 million per
years. So, under emergency manyear was “incomprehensible.”
ager Darnell Earley, Flint turned
It would take two external scientific
to the Flint River—a notoriously
studies, whistleblowers, and a doupolluted nearby tributary—as a
bling in the number of children with
temporary solution that was proelevated lead levels in their blood
jected to save the city $5 million
before the City Council’s vote was
in just two years.
honored.
More than 150 protesters from
Five years ago, Snyder signed legislaFlint and Detroit chant in solition that expanded the reasons why
darity in the main lobby, asking
the state could choose to appoint a
for the resignation of Gov. Rick
municipal emergency manager, then
Snyder in relation to Flint’s water
granted those appointees almost
crisis on Thursday, Jan. 14, 2016
complete power over their assigned
at the Capitol in Lansing, Mich.
municipalities. Under Public Act 4, as
Photograph by Jake May — AP
it was called, state-appointed emerCity officials initially supported
gency managers could break collecthe
move
to
the
Flint
River
water
supply;
in
fact,
it was then-mayor Dayne Walltive bargaining agreements, fire elected officials and determine their salaries,
and privatize or sell public assets.”We can’t stand by and watch schools fail, ing who pushed the symbolic button to disconnect from Detroit. (Walling would
water shut off, or police protection disappear,” the governor said in a statement later say that he privately disagreed with the plan, but decided to publicly endefending the emergency management law. “Without the emergency manager dorse it after the emergency manager decided.) But detractors of the law say
law, there is precious little that can be done to prevent those kinds of nightmare that the lack of democracy in Flint prevented the city from making careful descenarios. But with it, we can take positive action on behalf of the people to cisions. “When you remove all democracy, it’s a system set up for failure, where
they’re not accountable to the people that they’re serving,” Progress Michigan’s
quickly avert a crisis.”
executive director Lonnie Scott says. “Their sole focus is the bottom line.”
Emergency management is a way to short-circuit democracy when a city faces
financial insolvency, with the idea that a leader free from accountability to vot- Without the checks and balances present in a democratically-elected governers can make unpopular but necessary decisions. But Michigan voters rejected ment, the emergency manager was able to make unilateral decisions. “Having
that law in a state-wide referendum, as many unions and civil rights groups one person as the decision maker, the idea is that you can get things done quickraised alarm that this new breed of emergency managers could break union con- ly and efficiently, but most of these emergency managers are people like city
tracts and usurp local governance. A month later, the state legislature passed a managers and financial experts,” says Eric Scorsone, the founding director of
replacement law that made minor adjustments and one major one: an appropri- the Michigan State University Extension Center for State and Local Government
Policy. “They don’t have the expertise they need. They aren’t civil engineers, and
ation banning a referendum on the new law. That was 2012.
they aren’t health experts. You need to have other voices in the room.” Scoresone
By 2013, six Michigan cities—and almost half of the state’s African-American said that emergency managers need to work with other state agencies to bring
population—were under emergency management. In many of these cities, holistic change to the cities under their care—not just cost cutting.
public services were pared down to the minimum. Pontiac’s emergency manager whittled the city’s employees to around 10% of their previous number, In October, Earley, Flint’s former financial manager, wrote an op-ed in The Deoutsourcing almost every city service down to its cemetery workers. In an exit troit News defending his innocence in the water crisis.
interview with Michigan Radio before the Flint water crisis reached its zenith,
.....See SNYDER page 13
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Toxic Water and Crime

Poisoning the Well: Neurotoxic Metals, Water Treatment, and Human Behavior
By Roger D. Masters
I. Heavy metals, Neurotransmitter deregulation, and Anti-social Behavior
A. Toxic heavy metals such as
lead, manganese and cadmium,
combined with prenatal or neonatal developmental insults, dietary deficits, and stress, damage the brain structures and
down-regulate essential neurotransmitters. Previous research in this area has found:
1. Because lead and other toxic metals are retained in bone
and astroglial cells in the brain,
uptake during fetal development and early childhood has
long-lasting effects on development and behavior.
2. Among the toxic effects of
lead is a reduction of dopamine function (which disturbs
the behavioral inhibition mechanisms in the basal ganglia)
and glutamate (which plays an
essential role in the long term
learning associated with the
hippocampus).
3. Manganese can downregulate serotonin function, reducing sociability and increasing
aggressiveness or depression.
B. Prior research at the individual level showed that the
uptake of heavy metals is associated with higher levels of
learning disabilities, hyperactivity, substance abuse, violent
crime, and other forms of anti-social behavior.
1. In seven different samples
of prison inmates, violent offenders had significantly higher levels of lead, cadmium, or
manganese in head hair than
non-violent offenders or controls.
2. In two prospective studies,
high lead levels at age 7 (one
measuring lead in blood, the
other bone lead) predicted juvenile delinquency and adult
crime.
3. A substantial proportion
of individuals diagnosed with
ADD/ADHD are likely to

have dangerously high levels of
lead, manganese, or cadmium
in bodily tissues.

offenders.

iF6) -- the silicofluorides (SiF)
4. The negative effects of lead- -- on the basis of questionable
ed gasoline on impulse control biochemical assumptions and
4. Because alcohol, cocaine and are also suggested by the high without adequate testing.
other drugs temporarily restore correlation (r = .811) between 1. Although virtually all studneurotransmitter
functions leaded gas sales between 1949 ies of fluoridation have continthat are abnormal, substance and 1993 and the contempo- ued to use NaF, over 90% of
abuse may often be crude rary year’s sales of hard liquor Americans drinking fluoridated
self-medication in response to -- a pattern that is not found are exposed to supplies treated
the effects of toxicity. For ex- for the consumption of beer or with SiF.
ample, because lead downregu- wine.
2. 2. Although it is claimed that
lates dopamine and cocaine is III. Water Treatment Proce- SiF is completely dissociated
a non-selective dopamine re- dures, Lead toxicity and crime. after injection in water supplies,
uptake inhibitor, lead toxicity
this assumption is inconsistent
could increase the risk of co- A. The agent used to fluoridate with published research and is
public water supplies was shiftcaine abuse.
ed from sodium fluoride (NaF) highly unlikely under the actual
II. Heavy Metals, Blood Lead to fluosilicic acid (H2SiF6) or conditions of water treatment.
and Crime
sodium silicofluoride (Na2S.....See POISON page 12
A. Our own research shows
that, for all U.S. counties, communities with industrial releases of lead or manganese had,
controlling for socio-economic Neurotoxic Metals, Water Treatment, and Human Behavior
and demographic factors, highRoger D. Masters
er violent crime rates in 1991.
Department of Government, Dartmouth College Foundation
The comparable multiple refor Neuroscience and Society
gression analysis for 1985 repSummary: Heavy metals compromise normal brain development
licates this finding.
and neurotransmitter function, leading to long-term deficits
B. Across the U.S., rates of viin learning and social behavior. At the individual level, earlier
olent crime and drug use have
studies revealed that hyperactive children and criminal offenders
fallen continuously since 1993.
have significantly elevated levels of lead, manganese, or cadmiThis effect may be explained
um compared to controls; high blood lead at age seven predicts
by long-term benefits of the
juvenile delinquency and adult crime. At the environmental levban on leaded gasoline in the
el, our research has found that environmental factors associat1970’s. The delay reflects the
ed with toxicity are correlated with higher rates of anti-social
years needed before the apbehavior. For the period 1977 to 1997, levels of violent crime
pearance of teenage cohorts
and teenage homicide were significantly correlated with the
that had not been exposed to
probability of prenatal and infant exposure to leaded gasoline
leaded fumes during fetal deyears earlier. Across all U.S. counties for both 1985 and 1991,
velopment and early childhood.
industrial releases of heavy metals were -- controlling for over
1. Leaded gasoline was worse 20 socio-economic and demographic factors -- also a risk-factor
than lead toxicity in paint or for higher rates of crime. Surveys of children’s blood lead in
water, since aerosol lead is ab- Massachusetts, New York, and other states as well as NHANES
sorbed 40-50% whereas only III and
5-15% of ingested lead is rean NIJ study of 24 cities point to another environmental factained in the body.
tor: where silicofluorides are used as water treatment agents,
2. Leaded gasoline sales from risk-ratios for blood lead over 10μg/dL are from 1.25 to 2.5,
1950 to 1980 are highly cor- with significant interactions between the silicofluorides and
related with the overall violent other factors associated with lead uptake. Communities using
crime rate 18 years or later (r = silicofluorides also report higher rates of learning disabilities,
.902 or higher).
ADHD, violent crime, and criminals who were using cocaine at
3. The effect confirmed by cor- the time of arrest.
relating leaded gasoline sales Research conducted with Myron J. Coplan (Intellequity, Natick,
from 1950 to 1980 with homi- MA) and Brian Hone under grants from the Office of Criminal
cides by teenagers aged 14 to Enforcement, Forensics and Training, Environmental Protec17, which drop more sharply tion Agency, the Earhart Foundation, and the Rockefeller Cenafter 1993 than those by older ter for the Social Sciences, Dartmouth College

POISONING THE WELL
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.....POISON cont. from page 12

level (risk ratio = 2.55).

B. Because sodium fluoride and
silicofluorides have very different biological effects, undissociated SiF residues may be dangerous.

3. Rates of crime were also
higher in Massachusetts communities using SiF fluoridation.

also shows some benefits of
fluoridation on lower tooth
decay, these effects are weaker
and are not found among White
children aged 5-17. Moreover,
lower rates of caries are not
found among children 15-17
(perhaps because fluoride can
slow tooth eruption, which
could lead to misleading data
when comparisons match age
for children of different races).

4. Similar effects were confirmed in rural counties in
1. As early as 1935, animal stud- six additional states (Georgia,
ies showed that excess fluoride Wisconsin, Texas, Illinois, Aladerived from SiF is excreted bama, and North Carolina).
through the kidneys, whereas B. Among 30,000 criminals in
fluoride residues from NaF are 24 cities studied by NIJ, those
more likely to be excreted in fe- living where SiF is in water
ces (indicating more active flu- were more likely to have been
orine transport across the gut- using cocaine at the time of
blood barrier after exposure to their arrest (H2SiF6 = 44%;
SiF).
Na2SiF6 = 43%; non-fluoridat-

D. A preliminary survey of
high school nurses and administrators in sixteen comparable
middle sized New York cities
shows higher rates of ADHD
2. Recent research on dental ed = 32%).
cases treated with medication
preparations shows that SiF 1. There was no compara- and higher rates of learning
compounds may be as much as ble difference for other drugs disabilities in communities us19 times more biologically ac- whose usage is not associated ing SiF (risk ratio = 1.38).
tive than NaF.
with chemicals influenced by V. Conclusion: the need to in3. Through one of several plau- lead toxicity.
tegrate neurotoxicology, ensible mechanisms, SiF treated 2. Crime rates in the cities using vironmental research and the
water can increase the trans- SiF were significantly higher study of human behavior.
port of heavy metals across the than in non-fluoridating cities
gut-blood and blood-brain bar- (H2SiF6 = 1486 per 100,000; A. The brain is the most senriers, increasing rates of toxic Na2SiF6 = 1480 per 100,000; sitive chemical organ in the
uptake and behavioral dysfunc- non-fluoridated = 1100 per body. While discussions of toxins heretofore focused on cantion.
100,000), as were rates of cer and disease, ADD/ADHD,
IV. Communities using SiF have death from alcoholism (H2SiF6 alcoholism, substance abuse,
higher levels of lead in chil- = 56.1 per 100,000; Na2SiF6 = and crime need to be studied in
dren’s blood and higher rates 53.8 per 100,000; non-fluori- terms of the latest biology and
of anti-social behavior than lo- dated = 44.1 per 100,000).
neuroscience of early developcations with nonfluoridated or C. Geographic analysis of data ment and brain function.
NaF treated water.
from NHANES III shows that B. The effects of toxic heavy
A. In Massachusetts, commu- in counties where over 90% of metals are consistent with the
nities using SiF to fluoridate the children receive SiF treat- perspective of Darwinian medhave higher rates of children ed water, average blood lead is icine: since lead and mangawith over 10μg/dL of blood 5.1 μg/dL, compared to 3.7μg/ nese are widely found in soils
lead and higher rates of crime. dL where less than 10% of the but uptake depends on dietary
Average levels of lead in chil- children are exposed (risk ratio deficits in calcium and other
dren’s blood were: H2SiF6 = = 1.38). This effect is highly key elements, for most of hom2.78 μg/dL; Na2SiF6 = 2.66 significant (p < .0001) both for inid evolution the effects disμg/dL; NaF = 2.07 μg/dL; children 3-5 and for those 5-17. cussed above would only have
non-fluoridated = 2.02 μg/dL. 1. Minorities are especially occurred in time of dietary
1. Within Massachusetts, those
communities where the EPA reported lead levels in water over
15ppb, this effect was more
pronounced: H2SiF6 = 3.27
μg/dL; Na2SiF6 = 4.38 μg/dL;
NaF = 1.90 μg/dL; non-fluoridated = 2.18 μg/dL.

at risk. In high SiF exposure
counties, blood lead levels average 6.26 μg/dL among Black
children, 4.86 μg/dL among
Mexican-Americans, and 3.05
μg/dL among Whites; in low
SiF exposure counties, Blacks
average
4.37μg/dL,
Mexi2. These effects were con- can-Americans 3.86μg/dL, and
firmed in a matched sample of Whites 2.03μg/dL (risk ratios
30 SiF and 30 non-SiF subur- between 1.26 and 1.50). For
ban middle-class communities: both 3-5 and 5-17 age-groups,
1.94% of children exposed to the interaction effect between a
SiF treated water had blood child’s race and SiF exposure as
lead over 10μg/dL, whereas on factors in higher blood lead is
0.76% of children not so ex- highly significant (p < .0001).
posed had blood lead over this 2. Although NHANES III data

shortfall, when increased malemale conflict was not necessarily maladaptive.

.....SNYDER cont. from page 11
“The mayor’s approval of the plan and
the subsequent near unanimous vote
by City Council were in no way coerced,
forced or demanded by the state, nor
any emergency manager,” he wrote.
That’s true: Flint’s decision to join the
regional water authority was supported by city officials. But the decision to
pursue the Flint River as a temporary
source seems to have been set into
motion by Earley’s predecessor, Edward Kurtz.
A Pastor holds up a bottle of Flint water
as Michigan State Police hold a barrier
to keep protesters out of the Romney
Building, where Gov. Rick Snyder’s office resides on Thursday, Jan. 14, 2016,
in Lansing, Mich.Photograph by Jake
May — The Flint Journal-MLive.com
via AP Images
Says Wayne State University law professor Laura Bartell: “There is plenty of
blame to go around for the Flint water
situation, and the former emergency
manager bears some of that blame.
But city councils also make mistakes,
some of them very bad mistakes. People are fallible, and leaders are fallible, especially when they operate in a
financially troubled city.”
Emergency managers have an undeniably difficult job. Some critics, like
Hammer, say it’s impossible. But some
in Michigan are calling for the state
to rethink how much control emergency managers should have. Maybe,
says Scoresone, emergency managers’
roles should be reduced back pre-Public Act 4 levels, where their power is
still checked by local governments.
“Flint is the real threshold here: it’s a
game-changer to the concept of emergency management,” says Hammer.
In Snyder’s speech Tuesday night, he
spoke of one other problem in Michigan besides Flint: Detroit’s Public
Schools, where teacher shortages,
dilapidated buildings and enormous
deficits have led to teacher protests.
Both problems in Southeastern Michigan spiraled out of control under
state-appointed emergency managers. The Detroit Public Schools’ current
emergency manager? Darnell Earley,
the man who once ran Flint.

C. In contemporary society,
these effects take on a different character. Environmental
pollution and dangerous water
treatment procedures are human activities whose results are
both economically costly and
morally unjust. Innocent chil- For more on Fortune’s coverage of the
dren should not be poisoned by water crisis in Flint, check out the folpublic water supplies.
lowing stories:
The Water in Flint, Michigan Has Poisoned Children
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Business & Community Events

New performance track on M1 Concourse RTA to Present Woodward Rapid Transit
to be named Champion Motor Speedway Plan April 2 in Pontiac
Pontiac, MI – The RTA is working to address one of the biggest gaps in southeast Michigan’s transit: the complete lack of rapid transit throughout our region. Planning is underway for Bus Rapid Transit on Woodward, Gratiot and
Michigan Avenues and for regional commuter rail from Detroit to Ann Arbor.
You’re invited to a see, questions, and share your ideas and concerns:
Saturday, April 2, 10:00 am – 12:30 pm

Pioneer & Historical Society
to Discuss the Titanic April 17

SOUTHFIELD - Federal-Mogul Motorparts announced the new performance track
at the M1 Concourse in Pontiac will be named the Champion Motor Speedway,
named after the brand name auto parts.

Pioneer & Historical Society to Discuss the Titanic April 17 (EVENT

The Champion Motor Speedway will be available to the automotive industry for page) Pontiac, MI – Oakland County Pioneer and Historical Society is
“testing, training and marketing events,” according to a press release.
hosting the next installment of our Small Talk Lecture Series Sunday,
The 1.5 mile track will also be available for driving schools, open track days and April 17th @ 2p.m. RMS Titanic Presented by Larry Hathcock. Larry is
a member of OCPHS, an avid historian and a former US Navy operator.
other events.

The Pontiac Creative Art Center Celebrates
National Arab-American Heritage Month

Bloomfield Woodward Estates Association Meeting
@ Kappa Center 200 Earlmoor Blvd Pontiac MI

Pontiac, Mich., March 26, 2016 – The Pontiac Creative Art Center (PCAC) invites the public to an artist reception to celebrate
National Arab-American Heritage Month on Friday, April 15,
from 5:00 – 8:00 p.m. As an opportunity to introduce visitors
to a wider diversity of citizens and cultures—music, poetry, and
food will accompany the collection of artwork from Arab artists.

Saturday, April 9, 2016 from 1pm until 2:30pm
Mrs. Velma Stephens, Chairperson
For information Contact

The Pontiac Creative Art Center is located at 47 Williams Street,
at Lawrence Street, in Pontiac. Nearly 20 artists will be showing
during the exhibition, including Haydar Alyasiry, Ilham Mahfouz,
Jamila Alhaib, Manal Kadry, Sarah Alogaili, and Angeline D’balentine.

President Robert Bass @ 248-212-6132

***MEDIA ADVISORY***

MONDAY: Peters to Address Small Business Owners in Pontiac • 10,000 Small
Performances include Poet Ibaa Ismail, Oud Musician Brian BouBusinesses Program Helps Support Local Entrepreneurs
lus, Cello Musician Sarah Kefri, and Rapper Omar Aburashed.
FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY
Arab food and sweets, as well as soft drinks, will be offered.
Arab-Americans are artists, doctors, and teachers, as well as, en- PONTIAC, MI – U.S. Senator Gary Peters (MI) will address Pontiac area small
trepreneurs, scientists, and bankers. The shows from April 15 business owners MONDAY, April 4, 2016 at 9:30AM as part of an informationuntil May 7 and presents a chance to recognize the achievements al session on Goldman Sachs’10,000 Small Businesses initiative. Peters will be
of the Arab-American community in and around Pontiac and the joined by Pastor Douglas Jones of Welcome Missionary Baptist Church, Pontiac
Mayor Dr. Deirdre Waterman and Camille Walker-Banks, Executive Director of
state.
the10,000 Small Businesses initiative in Southeast Michigan.
Admission is free. Sales of the art will benefit the Pontiac Creative Art Center. Parking at lot off W. Pike Street, and street The 10,000 Small Businesses program helps entrepreneurs create jobs and economic opportunity by providing access to educational resources, capital and
parking.
business support services. 67% of participants in the program have reported
The Pontiac Creative Art Center is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organiincreasing their revenue and 46% reported creating net new jobs within six
zation serving the North Oakland community area with art edmonths of graduating. The program is funded by Goldman Sachs and the Golducation, art programs, and exhibitions. Since 1965, the PCAC
man Sachs Foundation.
has been bringing the arts to Pontiac with funding in part by the
Furlong Trust, The National Endowment for the Arts, and do- WHO: U.S. Senator Gary Peters • Pastor Douglas Jones, Welcome Missionary
Baptist Church • Dr. Deirdre Waterman, Mayor, City of Pontiac • Camille
nations.
Walker-Banks, Executive Director,10,000 Small Businesses, Southeast
Gallery hours Wednesday 10:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m., Thursday 10:00
Michigan
a.m.-7:00 p.m., Friday 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., and Saturday 11:00
WHAT: Peters to Address Small Business Owners
a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Call 248-333-7849

WHEN: MONDAY, April 4th, at 9:30 AM

Visit www.PontiacArts.org for more information.

WHERE: Welcome Missionary Baptist Church • 143 Oneida St. • Pontiac, MI 48341
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Still time to enroll at Baker College of Auburn Hills; classes begin April 4
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. – Baker College of Auburn Hills continues to enroll stu- low-interest loans and work-study programs. For more information, contact Nidents for the 2016 spring quarter. Classes begin Monday, April 4, with registra- cole Chirco in the admissions office at nicole.chirco@baker.edu or 248.340.0600.
tion continuing through the first week of classes.
Students may schedule an appointment via the Baker College website, www.
Students have the flexibility to take classes three ways: on ground at the Auburn baker.edu.

Hills campus, a mix of campus and online courses or 100 percent online. Baker The largest private college in Michigan, Baker College is a not-for-profit higher
College Online offers two sessions that begin Thursday, March 31, and Thursday, education institution accredited by the Higher Learning Commission. It serves
May 12.
more than 23,000 students on multiple campuses and online. Baker College
Bachelor’s, associate and certificate career programs offered at the Auburn Hills grants certificates and associate, bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees in
campus include computer programming, paralegal, VMware-certified profes- more than 100 programs across diverse academic fields, including business,
sional, criminal justice, law enforcement academy, automotive service man- health sciences, engineering, information technology, education and human
agement, legal studies, medical assistant, nursing, respiratory care, coding services. An impressive 97 percent of available graduates are employed. Every
specialist, welding, marketing, management, accounting, computer network Baker College graduate receives Lifetime Employment Assistance—free and fortechnology, cyber security, cardiographic sonography, interior design, computer ever. Baker College is a pioneer in distance education and offers students the
option of completing a degree 100 percent online, without ever visiting a camaided design, and elementary and secondary teacher preparation.
pus. For information, visit www.baker.edu or follow Baker College on Twitter, @
Financial assistance is available to students, including scholarships, grants, bakercollege, or on Facebook, www.facebook.com/bakercollege.

Baker College of Auburn Hills information session about new nursing
Enrollment closes April 18 for intensive, 3-month training
assistant training April 14
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. – Baker College of Auburn Hills is offering an information This training costs $1,100, which includes the textbook, supplies, uniform and
session, noon-1 p.m., Thursday, April 14, for those interested in the new certi- required background check.
fied nursing assistant (CNA) training set to begin Thursday, April 28.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, nursing assistants and orderlies
Pre-registration is required for the informational session. The deadline to enroll earn an average of $25,100, with the lower 10 percent earning $18,790 and the
in the training is Monday, April 18.
top 10 percent earning $36,170. The bureau projects employment in this field
The one-day-a-week, 12-week CNA training prepares graduates to provide pa- will grow 17 percent 2014 to 2024, much faster than the average for all occupatient care as a nurse assistant in long- term care facilities, hospitals, and home tions. This is due to the growing elderly population.
health care and hospice settings.

To preregister for the April 18 informational meeting or for information about
“Baker College CNA training provides a quick, low-cost path to a job in health CNA training, contact Nicole Chirco in the admissions office at nicole.chirco@
care for those who wish to make a difference in the lives of others,” said Peter baker.edu or 248.340.0600.
W. Karsten, Ph.D., CPA, Baker College of Auburn Hills president. “It is also an The largest private college in Michigan, Baker College is a not-for-profit higher
excellent entry into the health care industry.”
education institution accredited by the Higher Learning Commission. It serves
CNAs are part of a health care team that works to enhance the lives of the ill and more than 23,000 students on multiple campuses and online. Baker College
infirmed. Under the direction of a registered nurse, nurse assistants monitor pa- grants certificates and associate, bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees in
tients’ vital signs (i.e., pulse and blood pressure), assist in daily living activities more than 100 programs across diverse academic fields, including business,
health sciences, engineering, information technology, education and human
and attend to patients’ care, comfort and safety.
services. An impressive 97 percent of available graduates are employed. Every
Baker College CNA training consists of a single, intensive course that meets Baker College graduate receives Lifetime Employment Assistance—free and forThursdays, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., April 28 to July 14. It provides 120 hours of training ever. Baker College is a pioneer in distance education and offers students the
that includes lectures, labs and clinical rotations. The training meets require- option of completing a degree 100 percent online, without ever visiting a camments set by the state of Michigan. It does not provide college credit.
pus. For information, visit www.baker.edu or follow Baker College on Twitter, @
Graduates are prepared to successfully take the Michigan Nurse Aide Exam to bakercollege, or on Facebook, www.facebook.com/bakercollege.
earn the certification needed for employment as a CNA.

Statement from
House Democratic
Leader Tim Greimel
(D-Auburn Hills) on
the Flint Water
Advisory Task Force
recommendations:

“The newly issued report from
the Flint Water Advisory Task
Force, appointed by the governor himself, concludes what
we in the House Democratic Caucus have said all along:
that the governor himself bears
much of the responsibility for
this disaster. The report found
that the governor attempted to
dodge responsibility by using
‘inappropriate official public
relations efforts,’ to blame local
or federal government officials.
In addition, the report calls for
15

an overhaul of the emergency manager law, which allowed
governor-appointed autocrats
to operate without checks and
balances.
These findings underscore the
need to hold the governor and
others accountable, and to enact reforms to ensure this kind
of disaster never happens again
in Michigan.”

Lunch Provided
1:00-2:00pm
Family - Friendly
Entertainment &
Giveaways

Saturday, April 16
11am - 4pm
Woodside Bible Church
830 Auburn Ave, Pontiac

Indoor/Outdoor
Activities
(weather permitting)

PAL Information
& Coach/
Volunteer
Registrations
For more information:
Ryan.Russell@sheriffpal.com
(248)499-6416

Youth Summer
League Registration
• Baseball • Tee-Ball
• Basketball • Soccer

pontiac
dream center

pontiac
dream center

pontiac
dream center

